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2D Layerstack

Fig. 1 - Cyprus EEZ shows in green, Greece EEZ in blue, Yavuz ship in yellow, Oruc Reis ship has been located in the orange dots.

Hide and seek in the eastern Mediterranean Sea
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 23 April 2020 at 15:49:33 UTC
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 12 August 2020 at 08:46:01 UTC
...
Sentinel-2 MSI acquired on 03 October 2020 at 08:37:29 UTC
Sentinel-1 CSAR IW acquired on 08 October 2020 at 15:49:41 UTC
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Exclusive economic zones around Turkey - Source: marineregions.org.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e5911af9c7e94d4d83c8b6727b93b3cb
mailto:svp@visioterra.fr
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/edcbc42c0b9b4b7dbecab2aa9212adf6
https://www.marineregions.org/eezmapper.php
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Fig. 2 - S2 (13.05.2020) - Turkish drilling vessel Yavuz after its arrival in Cyprus EEZ. 2D view

UNCLOS (United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea) also known as Montego Bay Convention has been signed by 157 countries among 168
parties. It has been signed by Greece and Cyprus but not by Turkey which therefore does not recognise it. The Exclusive Economic Zones (EEZs) can
be roughly explained as follows: it extends 200 nautical miles (370 kilometres) from the baseline. Within this area, the coastal nation has sole
exploitation rights over all natural resources. In casual use, the term may include the territorial sea and even the continental shelf. The EEZs were
introduced to halt the increasingly heated clashes over fishing rights, although oil was also becoming important. The success of an offshore oil
platform in the Gulf of Mexico in 1947 was soon repeated elsewhere in the world, and by 1970 it was technically feasible to operate in waters
4,000 metres deep. Foreign nations have the freedom of navigation and overflight, subject to the regulation of the coastal states. Foreign states
may also lay submarine pipes and cables.

List of parties to the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea - Source: WikiMedia.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/d25df283ef56475a9818fb940195ff77
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:United_Nations_Convention_on_the_Law_of_the_Sea_parties.svg
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Fig. 3 - S2 (03.10.2020) - Yavuz before its departure from Cyprus EEZ. 2D animation 2D view

Turkish drilling vessel Yavuz - Source: MarineTraffic

Turkish seismographic research/survey vessel RV Barbaros Hayreddin Paşa - Source: MarineTraffic

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/893410ecb7954d07bed607fb08ac2788
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/44b538fd20974c0a94a1aaae640b287e
https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/details/ships/shipid:371636/mmsi:271046765/imo:9503768/vessel:YAVUZ
https://www.marinetraffic.com/en/ais/details/ships/shipid:339828/mmsi:271043480/imo:9538103/vessel:BARBAROS_HAYREDDIN_PASA
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Fig. 4 - S1 (23.04.2020) - Turkish drilling vessel Yavuz after its arrival in Cyprus EEZ.

Fig. 5 - S1 (26.09.2020) - Yavuz before its departure from Cyprus EEZ.

2D view

According to the Cyprus mail: "Ankara has on several occasions sent its seismic research vessel Barbaros to Cyprus’ EEZ following Cyprus’ decision in
2011 to start exploratory offshore drilling. After May 2019, Turkey caused a stir by sending consecutively two drill ships, Fatih and Yavuz, to conduct
unauthorised drilling activities of hydrocarbons in the Eastern Mediterranean, at times in areas licensed by Cyprus to international energy
companies."

Greek-Cypriot media Kathimerini wrote: "Turkish drilling vessel Yavuz has left Block 6 inside Cyprus’ exclusive economic zone (EEZ) in a move seen as
a step toward a possible de-escalation of tensions. Yavuz was reportedly near the port of Tasucu in Turkey's Mersin province on Monday morning.
The vessel had been scheduled to leave the sea area southwest of the ethnically-split island on October 12, according to Turkey’s unauthorized
navigational telex (Navtex). Nicosia is meanwhile monitoring the operations of Turkey’s seismic research vessel Barbaros Hayrettin Pasa in Block 3
southeast of Cyprus. The Navtex for Barbaros expires on October 18."

2D animation 2D view

Reuters commented in another article: "The dispute stems from overlapping claims to regional waters linked to the split of the island between
Greek and Turkish Cypriots. A breakaway Turkish Cypriot state in north Cyprus is recognised only by Ankara. Turkey questions Cyprus’ right to explore

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/9f5bb1b088854f9d9d56c5a3f37d9af2
https://cyprus-mail.com/2020/10/05/nicosia-welcomes-departure-of-yavuz/
https://www.ekathimerini.com/257700/article/ekathimerini/news/turkeys-yavuz-leaves-cyprus-eez
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/9e23ab435c524d2b80e86c7b0bf5eeac
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/7ba31142d0ad4d0dbce0a676e7d028e3
https://www.reuters.com/article/cyprus-turkey-int-idUSKBN2692VY
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Fig. 6 - S2 (12.08.2020) - Megisti / Kastellorizo and the two neighbouring islands are a cause of discord between Greece and Turkey.

in the seas around the island because it maintains that the Nicosia administration does not represent the interests of Turkish Cypriots. That
argument is dismissed by Cyprus, which is legally recognised as representing the entire island."

Reuters added in another article: "EU member Cyprus’ internationally recognised Greek Cypriot government has long been at loggerheads with
Turkey over the demarcation of maritime waters and other issues. Turkish vessels began drilling for oil and gas near Cyprus last year. EU leaders
last Friday assured Cyprus the bloc would punish Turkey if it continues drilling in disputed Mediterranean areas, after resisting Cypriot calls to
impose sanctions on Ankara. The Yavuz was to be operating southwest of Cyprus until Oct. 12. Greece, a close ally of Cyprus, had called the work
provocative."

Turkish seismographic research/survey vessel Oruc Reis - Source: Teknopark Istanbul

2D view

But soon after Yavuz had left Cyprus ZEE to avoid sanctions, the site another would soon replace it, turkishpress.com reported: "Turkey’s seismic
research vessel, Barbaros Hayreddin Pasa will continue its activities in the Eastern Mediterranean between Oct. 10 and Nov. 9. Turkey issued a
Navtex (navigational telex) on Friday announcing an extension to the Barbaros Hayreddin Pasa’s research activities with 'Tanux-1' and 'Apollo Moon'
vessels."

Turkey also runs seismic survey in Greek EEZ looking for oil and gas resources, reminds France Info: Since 10th August, Ankara has deployed the
seismic ship Oruç Reis and an escort of Turkish warships to prospect an area rich in hydrocarbons, off the Greek island of Kastellorizo and 2 km from

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-cyprus-turkey-idUSKBN26Q1PA
https://www.facebook.com/teknoparkistanbul/
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e30dcc9f5cc44ccca11cedbc7aabd88b
https://turkishpress.com/turkeys-barbaros-hayreddin-pasa-vessel-to-stay-in-e-med-until-nov-9/
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/monde/grece/mediterranee-orientale-nouvelles-menaces-turques-envers-la-grece-a-la-veille-de-manoeuvres-militaires_4095955.html
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Fig. 7 - S2 (12.08.2020) - Oruç Reis and its accompanying ship during its survey campaign of August-September.

Fig. 8 - S2 (17.08.2020) - Oruç Reis surrounded by several ships during its seismic survey in Greek EEZ.

the Turkish coast. Turkey is also prospecting in the waters of the Republic of Cyprus, an EU country which it has not recognised since the partition of
the island in 1974.

2D view

France Info adds in another article: Moreover, the current President of Turkey questions the treaties of Lausanne (1923) and Paris (1947), which had
defined the borders and the division of waters between Turkey and Greece. Twice, in mid-July and August, Ankara sent the ship Oruç Reis to the
Eastern Mediterranean to explore the seabed for gas deposits. But this ship did not go alone, it was escorted by warships that the islanders saw
off the Greek islands.

2D view

Olivier Delorme, a specialist in the Balkans and Greece comments: Turkey is today in latent conflict with more or less all its neighbours. It has
supported Daesh, laundered its oil money, shot the Kurds in the back, recycled what remains of the Daesh and Al Qaeda terrorists into substitutes
and spread them in Libya, in the Caucasus where Azerbaijan, pushed by Ankara, is reviving the war against Armenia - probably also among the
migrants (few today are refugees) that it has launched against the Greek islands or land border.

https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/e30dcc9f5cc44ccca11cedbc7aabd88b
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/micro-europeen/micro-europeen-grece-jusquou-ira-erdogan_4081885.html
https://www.sentinelvision.eu/hyperlook/14dfa563894541218433f30b972c202b
https://www.francetvinfo.fr/replay-radio/micro-europeen/micro-europeen-grece-jusquou-ira-erdogan_4081885.html
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Fig. 9 - S2 (08.10.2020) - Oruç Reis when it briefly returned near the Turkish port of Antalya while European warships were in the Greek EEZ.

Fig. 10 - S2 (13.10.2020) - Oruç Reis and accompanying ships after its return south of Kastellorizo island.

2D view

2D view

The views expressed herein can in no way be taken to reflect the official opinion of the European Space Agency or the European Union. 
Contains modified Copernicus Sentinel data 2020, processed by VisioTerra.
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More on ESA: S-1 website S-2 website S-3 website

More on Copernicus program: Scihub portal Cophub portal Inthub portal Colhub portal

More on VisioTerra: Sentinel Vision Portal Envisat+ERS portal Swarm+GOCE portal CryoSat portal
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